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Russian and Chinese Empire-Building

Making the Russian Empire

´ Russian state centered on the 
city of  Moscow

´ Conquered a number of  
neighboring Russian-speaking 
cities

´ Continued to expand south and 
east of  Moscow

´ Brought together a wide variety 
of  different peoples and 
cultures
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Making the Russian Empire32 Motivations for Russian Expansion

´ Motivation #1 = security 
from the nomadic pastoral 
peoples
´ Lived in the grasslands south 

and east of  the Russian 
heartland

´ Russians = afraid one of  these 
groups will rise to power like 
the Mongols

´ These nomads frequently raided 
Russia’s neighbors and sold 
many of  them into slavery
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Motivations for Russian Expansion

´Motivation #2 = Pelts 
of  fur-bearing animals
´To the east across the 

vast expanse of  Siberia
´Very valuable and in-

demand item
´Nickname = “soft 

gold”

34 Russian Point of  View

´To Russians, their empire 
meant:
´Defending the Russian 

frontiers
´Enhancing the power of  

the Russian state
´Bringing Christianity, 

civilization, and 
enlightenment to 
“savages”
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Life in the Russian Empire

´ Everyone had to swear an oath of  
allegiance to the grand tsar

´ Everyone had to pay yasak = 
tribute paid in cash or valuable 
goods

´ New diseases accompanied 
Russian conquest à ex: smallpox 
and measles

´ People felt the pressure to convert 
to Christianity

´ Tax breaks, tribute exemptions, and 
the promise of  land if  they did

36 Life in the Russian Empire

´ Huge influx of  Russian settlers 
to conquered territories within 
the empire
´ Began to outnumber the native 

peoples

´ Ex: By 1720 = population of  
Siberia = 70% Russian and 30% 
native Siberian

´ Native peoples were 
“Russified” = adopted the 
Russian language and culture, 
converted to Christianity
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Impact on the Environment

´Loss of  hunting 
ground and 
pasturelands to Russian 
agricultural settlers

´Result = native peoples 
became dependent on 
Russian markets for 
crops and luxury goods

38 The Russian Empire

´ By the 18th century = Russia became one 
of  the great powers of  Europe

´ Power stemmed from wealth found in: 
rich agricultural lands, valuable furs, and 
mineral deposits

´ Russia became a highly militarized state 
as well

´ Russian Empire stayed intact until the 
collapse of  the Soviet Union in 1991
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The Russian Empire

´Established a tradition of  
autocratic government 
with a powerful 
monarchy
´Belief  = only a strong 

ruler could hold together 
such a large empire with 
such a diverse population

´Ruled by monarchies until 
the early 1900s

40 Russian Empire vs. those of  other Western 
European Countries

Russian Empire
´ Acquired territories next to 

them that they had been in 
contact with for a long time

´ Acquired territories at the same 
time that a Russian state was 
taking shape

´ “Russia was an empire.”

Other Europeans
´ Acquired territories far away 

from them that they didn’t 
know about until 1492

´ Acquired overseas empires 
AFTER establishing themselves 
as solid European states

´ “The British had an empire.”
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Making China an Empire

´ Done by the Qing (aka 
Manchu) Dynasty
´ Ruled from 1644 to 1912

´ Foreigners à invaders from 
Manchuria

´ Enlarged the size of  China 
and incorporated a lot of  
non-Chinese peoples as they 
expanded to the north and 
west

42 Qing Rulers: Cultural Elements

Maintained

´Ethnic distinctiveness à
forbade intermarriage 
between themselves and 
native Chinese

Adopted
´Chinese language

´Confucian teachings

´Chinese government 
techniques
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Making China an Empire: Motivations

´ Major motivation = security concerns

´ To China = expansion was viewed as a 
defensive necessity

´ Result = Qing dynasty China 
undertook an 80-year military effort 
(1680-1760) to bring together 
surrounding regions under Chinese 
control

44 Life in the Chinese Empire

´In general the Qing rulers:
´Showed respect for other 

cultures
´Did not force people to 

assimilate to Chinese culture
´Chinese settlers did not 

flood the other regions of  
the empire
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China and Russia…

´• Chinese and Russian 
Empire transformed 
Central Asia. Hosting 
the Silk Road network, 
and enduring 
encounters between 
nomads of  steppes and 
farmers. 
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The Mughal Empire
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Muslims and Hindus

´ Long interaction of  Islamic and 
Hindu cultures in South Asia

´ There was political unity (1526-1707) 
with a variety of  small states, tribes, 
castes, sects and ethnolinguistic 
groups.

´ The central division was religious. 

´ The ruling dynasty 20% Islam, the 
rest Hindu

´ Akbar (1556-1605) acted deliberately 
to accommodate the Hindu majority

Akbar…Asoka comparison??

´ Promoted religious 
tolerance…marriage

´ Rajputs
´ Banned Sati

´ Akbar imposed a policy of  toleration, 
removing the special tax (jizya) on non-
Muslims, constructed the house of  
Worship (intellectual discussions of  
many religions) 

Aurangzeb

´ Akbar’s tolerant policies 
fostered sharp opposition 
among some Muslims 

´ Aurangzeb (1658- 1707) who 
reversed Akbar’s policy of  
accommodation and imposed 
Islamic supremacy

´ Fractured Mughal empire and 
after his death in 1707 opened 
the way for British takeover

Then comes Europe to make a mess…
But that’s a story for another day…
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